ARE YOU UP TO THE CHALLENGE?

DRAW IT  MAKE IT  WRITE IT  SPEAK IT

DANCE IT  SNAP IT  SING IT  SHARE IT

ARTWORKS 15 DAY CHALLENGE
K-12 AT-HOME ART ACTIVITIES

JOIN THE #ARTWORKSCHALLENGE:
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CAL’S ARTWORKS CHALLENGE

HOW IT WORKS
The Center for Arts-Inspired Learning has created the ArtWorks 15-Day Challenge to promote arts integrated learning during school closures. We want our scholars to have the opportunity to get creative and have some fun during this time.

In this packet you will find prompts and activities that connect to literacy, science, math, engineering, health, leadership, and emotions. There are activities to try on your own or some to try with a partner.

Scholars can choose activities at the following levels: Beginner (Age 5-8) Intermediate (Age 9-13) Advanced (Age 14-18)

GET CREATIVE!
We challenge you to be any type of artist you want so options and prompts are provided that encourage you to:

DRAW IT: Draw a picture
MAKE IT: Create something new using found materials around you
WRITE IT: Write a story or a poem
SPEAK IT: Tell a story or recite a poem
DANCE IT: Create or learn new dance moves
SNAP IT: Take a picture or video
SING IT: Create or learn a song
SHARE IT: Share what you made with someone else or post it online

GET SOCIAL(LY DISTANT)!
If you have connection to the internet you can also share out what you create online using YouTube, TikTok or any other social media platforms using the following hashtags:

#ArtWorksChallenge #ArtsInspiredLearning #CALCreators

DISCLAIMER: Any youth under the age of 13 must have parental permission to view or post artistic creations online.

ADDITIONAL DETAILS
Daily follow along videos will be released as a way for scholars to continually connect and have visual instructions and guidelines for each challenge.

For activities where supplies are needed, you will either find templates in this packet or we have provided a list of common household items you can use.

INTERNET/TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES
Learn more about accessing free internet and tech resources that are available to eligible families with K-12 students:

Free Internet (includes installation) from Spectrum Call 1-844-488-8395
Free Laptops from Tri-C/PC’s for People Call 216-777-4441 or email ohio@pcsforpeople.com
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**DAY 11’S CHALLENGE: EMOTIONS**

Art is a great way to express how you feel!

Let’s use the following color wheel to express how you feel during this time.

**DRAW IT**

**BEGINNER:**
Using 1 color from the emotional color chart, color in the flower with how you feel.

**INTERMEDIATE:**
Choose colors that express how you feel based off of the emotional color chart and create a flower painting on the image below. If you have access to Q-tips you can use 1 Q-tip and use paint or nail polish (if there is no access to paint) to make your creation.

**ADVANCED:**
Try to create your own Q-tip painting. Take about 3-4 Q tips and tie a rubber band in the middle. Once they are secure use paint or nail polish, dip both ends with a different color. Try to recreate the picture below.

---

**SNAP IT, SHARE IT**
Post your videos on TikTok + IG with #ArtWorksChallenge, #CALCreators, + #Emotions
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DAY 11’S CHALLENGE: EMOTIONS

MAKE IT
Using recycled toilet paper rolls let’s create Emotional Characters

BEGINNER:
Take one toilet paper roll and draw a happy or sad emoji.

INTERMEDIATE:
Take one toilet paper roll that still has some tissue on it and draw any emoji of your choosing on the front and back of the toilet paper roll. Using a second toilet paper roll cut a small circle in the front and a small strip off the top of the roll. Insert the first toilet paper roll inside and align the face with the cutout.

ADVANCED:
Take one toilet paper roll that still has some tissue on it and draw any emoji of your choosing on the front and back of the toilet paper roll. Using a second toilet paper roll cut a small circle in the front and a small strip off the top of the roll. Insert the first toilet paper roll inside and align the face with the cutout. Create 3-4 characters and make a family.

SNAP IT, SHARE IT:
Post your videos on TikTok + IG with #ArtWorksChallenge, #CALCreators, + #Emotions
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WRITE IT SHARE IT
Create the scene of the first time you will see your best friend again. Using the storyboard below fill in the picture and words that will be exchanged.

Once you’ve finished creating your short scene, act out how this meet up will go. You can share this on TikTok.

SING IT
Everyone loves a duet! What’s a song that you and your friends sing at the drop of a dime?

Choose a song that makes you happy, sad, or mad and sing it to a family member. Share the video with our TikTok!